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Tips and Tricks to Writing a Great 
Abstract



Why write an abstract?*

• Organizes your thinking

• Learning writing and, if accepted, presenting

• Questions at presentation can inform the 
manuscript

• An academic achievement that demonstrates your 
interest in research

*I will discuss writing an abstract for submission 
to a scientific meeting—much but not all 
applies to writing an abstract for a paper



Issues to consider

• General 

• Title

• Introduction

• Methods

• Results

• Conclusions



Generally, speaking…
DO 

• Prepare early and share 
with senior authors

• Review language

• Assess for coherence & 
continuity

• Obey word limit

• Consider the reviewer

DON’T

• Write it up at the last 
minute

• Forget to proofread

• Introduce concepts 
”downstream” that haven’t 
been introduced “upstream 

• Use ”new” abbreviations or 
jargon

• Use footnotes



Review, proofread, review, and 
review



Consider the Reviewer

• Reviewing dozens (sometimes 100+) of submissions in 
a short time period

• Need to catch their attention

• Little patience for typos, errors in methods, 
overstatement



Abstract Title

DO
• Catch the reviewer’s eye

• Match to findings

DON’T
• Over-promise

• Be too literal or too general



Introduction

• Avoid “boilerplate” (generic) statements
• “Heart failure is common and is associated with high 

morbidity and mortality”

• Two sentences (or so) that get to the point

• What is known and what will you add? 

• It must match the conclusions
• “Our objective was to assess adherence after MI” does not 

match with a conclusion “Women with MI have greater 
survival with beta blocker therapy”



Methods

• You must condense

• Simple things (e.g. bivariate analysis) are implied--focus on 
the complex (e.g. multivariable models)

• IRB approval is assumed, so doesn’t need mention 
(although you must have approval)

• Use statistical consultant to avoid common errors



Results—not quite like a paper

• Tell the story—no more and no less

• Anything not critical to the “story” can go into 
presentation

• Consider table or figure for complex results avoid the 
“number blizzard”

• ”Negative” results—what are the confidence intervals?

• Present both relative and absolute risks



Consider Table or Figure for 
Complex Data



Conclusions

• DO
• Summarize results 

conceptually 

• Why are they interesting? 

• Where do they lead?

• DO NOT 
• simply restate your results

• conclude what your results 
do not support

• use causal language for 
observations

• overstate “negative” results



Key Points

• Remember the reviewer

• Logical flow and coherence are critical

• Watch your language

• Read, revise, consult, re-read, revise….

• Be proud of your work, but don’t over-state it!

• If you don’t succeed the first time…



¡GRACIAS!


